The CSB’s popular holiday concert, “Christmas on
Copper Street”, celebrates the stories, songs, and
sounds of the season. Through the quintet’s original
arrangements for brass, you’ll revisit music from favorite
childhood movies and TV specials like The Grinch, The
Nutcracker, Frozen, and A Charlie Brown Christmas.
The quintet will also perform traditional carols and
songs like Jingle Bells, Carol of the Bells, and Have
Yourself a Merry Little Christmas with unique touches
that always get audience members singing along and
tapping their toes. Not only are the members of the
ensemble virtuoso musicians on their brass
instruments, but they also perform on piano, guitar, and
percussion.
Angels We Have Heard on High
Traditional
"Christmas Time is Here" from A Charlie
Brown Christmas
Vince Guaraldi
Suite from The Nutcracker
P.I. Tchaikovsky
Greensleeves
Traditional
Sleigh Ride
Leroy Anderson
Carol of the Bells
Traditional
Three Jingles for Horn, Trombone and
Tuba
Tim Bradley
“Let it Go” from Frozen
Lopez
"Walking in the Air" from The Snowman
Howard Blake
Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas
Martin/Blane
You're a Mean One, Mr. Grinch
Albert Hauge

About Us

The Copper Street Brass (CSB) represents the Evolution
of the Brass Quintet. This means we have uprooted the
brass quintet from its formal foundations and created a
new, dynamic ensemble which expresses our artistic
voice using a dazzling fusion of brass, keyboard, guitar,
percussion, and electronic instruments. We are the only
full-time brass chamber music ensemble in Minnesota,
and one of only a handful in the country. Our group
sound has developed over eight years of rehearsals,
experiments, concerts, trials, errors, and following what
is true to our artistic voice and individual innate talent
and experience. We approach performing and teaching
not as a “brass quintet”, but as a group of musicians
with a message to share. This means we forget
traditional musical categories and labels - like classical,
jazz, & rock for example - and together create something
new that is the best expression of our artistic message.
Our approach frees us to express ourselves and present
a wide variety of music that truly appeals to a universal
audience. We are proud of what we have created: a
sound that is exclusively and undeniably the Copper
Street Brass - always going beyond ordinary.
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